A number of brain imaging techniques have been developed in order to
field. Thus, the methods we describe are readily extensible for EEG.
152
For the given spatiotemporal measurements fMRI, MEG, and 1 Our analysis includes a likelihood function coming from the MEG Sarvas model. We do not include a term in the likelihood function for fMRI based on a hemodynamic response model. Instead, fMRI information is incorporated into a location prior. As the coupling between the BOLD response and neural electric current is more clearly understood, it will be interesting to include fMRI hemodynamic response as a likelihood function. The parameters used in the prior distributions in this work are 211 tabulated in Table 1 212
We chose priors on the number of dipoles N and orientation Θ 213 to be uniform distributions within regions of interest such as N a
214
[N min , N max ] and Θ a [0, 2π] . N min is commonly set to 0; N max is 215 more problem-specific and we set it to up to 10 in this work. In 216 particular, a Poisson distribution on N may be a useful alternative.
217
A Gaussian distribution with mean of 0 and temporal correlation 218 of C time courses J. In Table 1 , σ i represents the prior standard 219 deviation of time-varying current magnitudes of ith dipole, and we set 220 it to 20 nAm for all dipoles. A temporal correlation C is parameterized 221 using a control parameter β as can be estimated from the obtained available noise data (Huizenga 230 et al., 2002; Jun et al., 2006a,b; Plis et al., 2007a,b) . Z c is a normal-231 izing constant and k was set to 2LT + 1 which is slightly more than 232 twice of the dimension of matrix C.
233
For the prior distribution of the source locations that depends on 234 the fMRI data, we chose an exponential distribution as shown in 2 The correspondence between MEG and fMRI sources is a common starting assumption that appears true to first order (Sanders et al., 1996) . It is almost certainly not true in detail since the vagaries of cerebral vasculature anatomy, patterns of parenchymal flow, draining veins, regional differences in oxygen extraction, etc., can all effect the correspondence. Also, experimental work (Logothetis et al., 2001) suggests that the BOLD response is more closely correlated with gamma band oscillatory behavior than with evoked potentials or changes in spike rate. While this may not affect source localization, it could in principle influence reconstructed MEG/EEG dynamics based on fMRI. 
technique to numerically estimate the posterior probability distribu-280 tion (Gilks et al., 1996; Gelman et al., 2004) . The transition pro-281 babilities in MCMC are designed so that the resulting probability 282 distribution of samples converges to the targeted distribution as the 283 number of samples approaches infinity (Green, 1995 cluding the active time range-starting and ending time points (t n S , t n E ) 315 for each dipole (Jun et al., 2006a,b) . We incorporate these parameters
analysis:
318 319
320
Prior on t S,E is chosen as a uniform distribution: indications of activity in a few other regions.
423
In order to perform a Bayesian combined MEG/fMRI analysis,
424
the fMRI T-test maps needed to be converted to a form usable in weightings, which are generated by varying α = 0 (no fMRI infor-486 mation), 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and η = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0. We note that 487 the higher α and η yield the stronger fMRI effect in the analysis.
488
For each case, we ran an MCMC run, generating 10000 samples The comparative localization performance was tabulated in to the calculated sensor activation. 4 Each sample was randomly chosen among 10 iterations, so we required 100000 iterations for each run. to be localized into one equivalent current dipole located between 568 the two dipole sources.
569
In this simulation, we chose two dipole sources that are closely 570 located (interdistance of 10 mm) and temporally correlated. fMRI Experiments: empirical data
586
Next we applied our combined analysis of MEG and fMRI data 587 for right hand median nerve stimulation, which was acquired as 588 described in the previous section. As depicted in the middle of Fig. 2 , 
592
In Fig. 6 both source models work adequately with the combined analysis.
606
With our analysis, we tested two dipole source models with the 607 same empirical MEG data used in the previous work. Fig. 7 in MEG analysis alone rather than a multi-pair Kronecker product covariance model, we observed many spurious dipole sources 630 (Jun et al., 2005) . We investigated whether this phenomenon is 631 observed in the combined analysis. We employ the same empiri- 
666
We appreciate the appeal of symmetrical treatment of multiple 667 data sources (Daunizeau et al., 2007) inference analysis treats fMRI as a prior probability distribution on source location and incorporates it into the Bayesian inference ana-722 lysis. Our analysis also exploits fMRI contrast variation.
723
Second, unlike other methods (Hämäläinen et al., 1993) inverse problem. By considering the probability distribution of 
